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We give a combinatorial method for proving elementary equivalence in
first-order logic FO with counting modulo n quantifiers Dn . Inexpress-
ibility results for FO(Dn) with built-in linear order are also considered. For
instance, the class of linear orders of length divisible by n+1 cannot be
expressed in FO(Dn). Using this result we prove that comparing car-
dinalities or connectivity of ordered graphs are not definable in FO(Dn).
We also show that the height of complete n-ary trees cannot be
expressed in FO(Dn) with linear order. Interpreting the predicate y=nx as
a complete n-ary tree, we show that the predicate y= px cannot be
defined in FO(Dn) with linear order, whenever p has a prime factor that
does not divide n. This solves the problem raised by Niwin ski and
Stolboushkin (LICS ’93). We also discuss a connection between our
results and the well-known open problem in circuit complexity theory,
whether ACC=NC1. ] 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
First-order logic FO has turned out to have quite a limited expressive power for
many purposes in finite model theory, even in the presence of built-in linear order.
Characterizing complexity classes by a logic, certain inductive extensions of first-
order logic, such as least fixpoints of positive formulas, have been studied. For
instance, problems in complexity classes PTIME and PSPACE have been proved
to coincide with queries expressible in fixpoint logic and partial fixpoint logic (on
the class of ordered finite structures), respectively [AV89, Imm86, Var82].
The importance of first-order logic with linear order has turned out to be in
characterizations of low level complexity classes by a logic. McNaughton and
Papert [MP71] showed that star-free regular languages are exactly the ones
definable in first-order logic. Star-free languages in A* are the subsets obtained,
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when beginning with the letters of the alphabet A, by repeated applications of
Boolean operations and concatenation. Evidently all such languages are regular. On
the other hand, in the presence of the so-called BIT-predicate, FO has been proved
to coincide with the logarithmic time hierarchy [BIS90].
For the circuit complexity classes AC 0 and NC 1 something further has to be con-
sidered in order to characterize these classes by a logic. Recall that NC1 is the class
of problems which can be computed by polynomial size circuits with fan-in two
gates and depth O(log n), whereas in AC0 polynomial size circuits with unbounded
fan-in but only constant depth circuits are allowed. It is not difficult to see that
AC0NC 1. Consider next nonempty words of the alphabet [0, 1] and let
length( p)=[w # [0, 1]+ | |w|#0 (mod p] and
sum( p)=[w # [0, 1]+ } :
|w|&1
i=0
wi #0 (mod p],
where |w| is the length of a word w and wi is the ith bit in w. From the work of
Ajtai [Ajt83] and Furst et al. [FSS84] it follows that sum(2) is not in AC0,
whereas it is in NC1; consequently AC 0 / NC1.
Barrington [Bar89] introduced the class ACC obtained from AC0 by allowing
gates, which count inputs modulo a constant p, for every p. Since AC 0 contains
regular languages that are not star-free, for instance the languages length( p), where
p>1, first-order logic is not strong enough to characterize AC 0. And as mentioned
above, sum(2) is not in AC 0, whence we also know that AC 0 / ACC. One of the
major open problems in circuit complexity theory is whether ACC=NC1.
In general, several types of counting quantifiers have been considered in finite
model theory. Corredor [Cor86] considered certain cardinality quantifiers and
gave a characterization when any cardinality quantifier is definable from another
cardinality quantifier. Our approach works for arbitrary (relational) vocabulary. In
Section 3 we give a general criterion that guarantees elementary equivalence of two
finite structures in FO with counting modulo n quantifier Dn , where n is a positive
integer. The method is based on the work of Hanf [Han65]. Especially in the con-
text of finite model theory, this method was considered in [FSV95, Nur96]. Our
criterion has been tailored for the logic FO(Dn). It gives an easy combinatorial way
to prove undefinability results for FO(Dn). We show that it is enough to count the
number of isomorphism types of neighborhoods of a fixed radius of points in our
structures. If the result of this counting satisfies the simple conditions, which we
shall give in Section 3, elementary equivalence of the structures considered is
guaranteed.
Our main interest concerns inexpressibility results in FO(Dn) with built-in linear
order. In Section 4 we show that many properties known not to be expressible in
first-order logic are not expressible in FO(Dn) either. Counterexamples are mostly
based on the result that sufficiently large linear orders of modulo nr+1 equal length
cannot be separated by any sentence of FO(Dn) with quantifier rank at most r. We
show that the Rescher and Ha rtig quantifiers (see Section 4 for definition) are not
definable in FO(Dn), and hence FO(Dn) fails to compare cardinalities. Connectivity
of ordered graphs is also shown not to be expressible in FO(Dn). We also give a
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characterization for the logic FO(Dn) to be as strong as the logic FO(Dm) on
ordered structures, where m and n are positive integers.
First-order logic with counting modulo quantifiers and built-in linear order
cannot define any nonregular languages [STT95]. In [BCST92] the ACC=NC1
problem was reduced to the question whether there are regular languages with non-
solvable syntactic monoid in ACC. Niwin ski and Stolboushkin [NS93] refor-
mulated this question in the following form (for more detailed discussion, see
[BCST92, BIS90, CS92, STT95]):
Is there a numerical relation R such that first-order logic with counting
modulo quantifiers and built-in linear order can express more regular
languages with R than without?
Niwin ski and Stolboushkin [NS93] attacked this question and considered the rela-
tion y=2x. It had been an open question so far, if FO with linear order and the
relation y=2x can express that the size of a model is divisible by three. In [NS93]
a negative answer to this problem was given. Niwin ski and Stolboushkin also con-
jectured that this holds even in FO(D2). Using the extra predicate y=nx we con-
struct in Section 5 complete n-ary trees of height m and m+1, for a suitable
m # [N]. We then prove that these trees are elementarily equivalent with respect to
FO(Dn). Since complete n-trees have cardinality divisible by n+1 if and only if
their height is odd, this proves the conjecture for every n. (A similar construction
was used in [NS93].)
Some inexpressibility results of comparing cardinalities or the height of complete
m-ary trees in FO(Dn) have also been proved using decidability techniques (see
[See72]). Such results can be derived from decidability and undecidability results
for monadic second-order theories of certain classes of graphs and trees (see
[Rab69, See92]). In the context of monadic second-order logic, several other inter-
esting results on counting modulo quantifiers have also been proved by Courcelle
(see, e.g., [Cou90b, Cou96]). In this paper we consider only first-order logic with
counting modulo quantifiers.
2. PRELIMINARIES
By a vocabulary _ we mean a finite set of relation symbols Ri , 1is, each of
which has a fixed arity. A _-structure A is a set A, the universe of A, with a map-
ping associating a relation Ri (A) over A with each Ri # _, where Ri (A) has the
same arity as Ri (Ri (A) is often denoted shortly by Ri , if the notation is clear from
the context). Throughout the rest of this paper all structures considered are finite;
i.e., the universe of every structure is finite. Without loss of generality, we assume
that the universe of any structure is of the form [0, ..., n] for some n, and  is the
standard linear ordering on [0, ..., n].
Consider a _-structure A and assume that  is the linear order on A. Let A
be the resulting ordered _-structure. A subset XA is denoted simply by [a, b], if
the members of X form an interval [a, b]=[x | axb] on A. Disjoint union of
structures A and B is obtained by adjoining A and the isomorphic copy of B on
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the set [ |A|, ..., |A|+ |B|&1] under the bijection i [ i+|A|. This disjoint union is
denoted by A_4 B.
The definitions of sentences and semantics of first-order logic FO are the
standard ones. Equality is treated as a special relation symbol that is not a member
of the vocabulary.
2.1. Counting Modulo Quantifiers
We now give a precise definition of the logic FO(Dn), where n is a positive
integer. Formulas of this logic are defined as for first-order logic FO with the
following additional rule:
if . is a formula, then Dnx.(x, y ) is a formula.
The semantics of FO(Dn) is defined with the corresponding rule:
A < Dnx.(x, b ) if and only if |[a | A < .(a, b )]|#0 (mod n).
In the case n=1, the quantifier D1 becomes trivial and first-order definable. Hence
in our results, FO(D1) can be replaced by FO. The logic FO(D) for D a finite set
of counting modulo quantifiers is defined similarly.
A class C of _-structures is said to be definable in FO(D), if there is a sentence
. of FO(D) such that for every _-structure A, A # C if and only if A < ..
The quantifier rank of a formula of FO(D) is defined as the maximum number
of nested quantifiers (counting both the first-order quantifiers and the quantifiers in
D) occurring in the formula. Two models A and B are said to be elementarily
equivalent with respect to FO(D) up to a quantifier rank r, if for any sentence .
of FO(D) with quantifier rank at most r, A < . if and only if B < .; we denote
this by A# rFO(D) B.
Observe that for k<n, the sentence k, n. defined by
_x1 } } } _xkDnx(.(x) 7 
k
i=1
(cx=xi) 7 
k
i=1
.(x i) 7 
k
i, j=1
i{ j
(cxi=xj ))
expresses that there are k (mod n) points satisfying .. Similarly, the quantifier Dn
is definable in FO(Dm), whenever m is divisible by n. Namely, let m=nr and .(x)
be a formula. Then we have
Dn x.(x)  
r&1
i=0
ni, m. .
For D and D$ sets of counting modulo quantifiers, the logic FO(D) is at most as
strong as the logic FO(D$), if every sentence of the logic FO(D) is also definable in
FO(D$); we denote this by FO(D)FO(D$). If FO(D)FO(D$) and FO(D$)
FO(D), then we denote FO(D)#FO(D$). The observation above is actually a
special case of a more general result.
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Theorem 2.1 [Cor86]. For m and n positive integers, FO(Dn)FO(Dm) if and
only if n divides m.
A game theoretical condition for elementary equivalence in FO(Dn) of two struc-
tures can be given by modifying the (k, Q)-pebble games introduced by Kolaitis
and Va a na nen [KV95] (see also [Va a 96]). We call this game the (r, Dn)-game.
The rules of the game are as follows.
Suppose that a positive integer r and _-structures A and B are given.
The players are called the spoiler and the duplicator. There are r rounds
in this game. In each round ir, the spoiler begins by choosing a quan-
tifier move or a first-order move. In a first-order move the spoiler and
the duplicator play as in an ordinary first-order EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse
game. Suppose then the spoiler selected a quantifier move. Then the
spoiler selects one of the structures A and B (say A) and a subset XA.
The duplicator answers by choosing a subset from the other structure,
in this case YB, that satisfies |Y |# |X | (mod n). Then the spoiler
picks an element bi # B and the duplicator picks an element ai # A, such
that ai # X if and only if b i # Y. The duplicator wins, if the mapping
ai [ bi , ir, is a partial isomorphism A  B; otherwise, the spoiler
wins.
Note that first-order moves are special cases of a quantifier move. Namely, the
spoiler can choose X=< and the duplicator has to answer by Y=<. Then the
spoiler selects a point outside Y and the duplicator selects a point outside X.
The proof of the following theorem is standard and is included in [KV95].
Theorem 2.2. Assume r is a positive integer and A and B are _-structures. If the
duplicator has a winning strategy in the (r, Dn)-game over the structures A and B,
then A# rFO(Dn) B.
This (r, Dn)-game corresponds actually to the logic, where there is a quantifier
for each k<n expressing that there are k (mod n) points satisfying a formula
.(x, y ). As observed above, these quantifiers can be easily defined in FO(Dn) (with
a small incrediment of quantifier rank).
3. THE COMBINATORIAL METHOD
In this section we shall give a combinatorial condition that guarantees a winning
strategy for the duplicator in the (r, Dn)-game over structures A and B. According
to Theorem 2.2, this means that any structures A and B satisfying this condition
are elementarily equivalent with respect to FO(Dn), up to the quantifier rank r.
Let A be a finite _-structure, where _=[R1 , ..., Rs]. Recall the definition of the
Gaifman graph of A: Let a and b be two points in A. Then a and b are adjacent,
if there is some Ri and tuple t # Ri (A) such that a and b are entries in the tuple t.
The degree deg(a) of a point a is the number of points adjacent to a but not equal to
a. Whenever XA, A  X is the structure with universe X where the interpretation
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of Ri is the set of tuples t in Ri (A) such that every entry of t is in X, for
1is.
The neighborhood N(d, a) of radius d of a # A is defined recursively by
N(1, a)=[a];
N(d+1, a)=[v | v is adjacent to some b # N(d, a)] _ N(d, a).
Thus N(d, a) consists of all points whose distance from a is strictly less than d. The
d-type of a point a in a structure A is the isomorphism type of (A  N(d, a), a),
where a is treated as a constant. Thus two points a and b in A have the same
d-type, if and only if A  N(d, a)$A  N(d, b) under an isomorphism that maps a
to b.
We fix now some notation. Consider a _-structure A and suppose XA. Let {
be a d-type. We denote
T XA, {=[x # X | x has type { in A] and
K XA, {=[x # A"X | x has type { in A]=T
A"X
A, { .
Furthermore, let kXA, {=|T
X
A, { |. In the case X=A we usually omit the superscripts.
Let d, m, and n be positive integers. We call structures A and B d-equivalent, if
for each d-type { both structures have exactly the same number of points with
d-type {. The structures A and B are (d, m)-equivalent, if for every d-type { they
have either exactly the same number of points with d-type { or both structures have
at least m points with d-type {; i.e., min(kA, { , m)=min(kB, { , m). We say that the
structures A and B are (d, m, Dn)-equivalent, if for each d-type { there are either
equally many points with d-type {, or at least m points with d-type { but modulo
n equally many; that is, for each d-type {
min(kA, { , m)=min(kB, { , m) and kA, { #kB, { (mod n).
Note that d-equivalent structures are (d, m, Dn)-equivalent, and (d, m, Dn)-
equivalent structures are (d, m)-equivalent. For instance, considering the structures
of the empty vocabulary, it is easy to see that this hierarchy is strict. Note also that
(d, m, D1)-equivalence is the same as (d, m)-equivalence.
Fagin et al. [FSV95] proved that (d, m)-equivalence of two structures is enough
to guarantee elementary equivalence of these structures up to a certain quantifier
rank.
Theorem 3.1 [FSV95]. Let r and f be positive integers. There are positive
integers d and m such that whenever A and B are (d, m)-equivalent structures where
every point has degree at most f, then A# rFO B.
In [Nur96] we proved that d-equivalence is actually enough to guarantee
elementary equivalence in FO(Qu), where Qu is the set of all unary generalized
quantifiers.
Theorem 3.2 [Nur96]. Let r be a positive integer. There is a positive integer d
such that whenever A and B are d-equivalent structures, then A# rFO(Qu) B.
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We consider now (d, m, Dn)-equivalent structures and prove a similar result for
FO(Dn). The following lemma is a key tool in the induction step in the proof of this
result. It shows that in each round in an (r, Dn)-game we can consider neighbor-
hoods of smaller radius.
Lemma 3.3. If A and B are (d, m, Dn)-equivalent structures and e<d, then A
and B are also (e, m, Dn)-equivalent.
Proof. Let ? be an e-type. We say that a d-type { refines ?, {o?, if every point
with d-type { also has e-type ?. Since e<d, every point x # TA, ? has some d-type
{ that refines ?. Consequently, since every point has exactly one d-type,
kA, ?= :
{o?
kA, { and kB, ?= :
{o?
kB, { .
If A and B are (d, m, Dn)-equivalent structures, then kA, { #kB, { (mod n) for each
{o?, and if kA, ?<m, then kA, {<m and kA, ?=kB, ? ; i.e.,
min(kA, ? , m)=min(kB, ? , m) and kA, ? #kB, ? (mod n).
Therefore A and B are also (e, m, Dn)-equivalent. K
We can now prove our combinatorial argument.
Theorem 3.4. Let _ be a relational vocabulary and suppose r, f, and n are positive
integers. There are positive integers d and m such that whenever A and B are
(d, m, Dn)-equivalent _-structures where every point has degree at most f, then
A# rFO(Dn) B.
Proof. Suppose (w.l.o.g) that f2. Let d=3r and m=r } f d&1 and assume that
_-structures A and B are (d, m, Dn)-equivalent where every point has degree at
most f. We show that the duplicator can play in the (r, Dn)-game over A and B so
that after j rounds, where jr, when points a1 , ..., aj # A and b1 , ..., bj # B have been
chosen, the following condition holds,
%j : A  .
i j
N(3r& j, ai)$B  .
i j
N(3r& j, bi), (V) j
where %j is an isomorphism mapping ai to bi for 1i j.
This condition holds vacuously for j=0. Suppose then it holds for j<r. We show
that the duplicator can ensure that after the round ( j+1) in the (r, Dn)-game, the
condition holds also for ( j+1).
We need to check only the quantifier move (for the treatment of first-order
moves, see [FSV95]). Let the spoiler choose the structure A and a subset XA
(the case where the spoiler selects the structure B is symmetrical). Denote
NA= .
i j
N(2 } 3r& j&1, ai) and NB= .
i j
N(2 } 3r& j&1, bi).
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We now describe the strategy for the duplicator to choose the set Y and verify
that such a strategy exists. First, denote X{=T XA, { and X {=K
X
A, { . Note that since
every point has unique 3r& j&1-type, we can write X as the disjoint union 4 { X{ .
We now define sets Y{ , for each 3r& j&1-type {. Let Y{=%j[X{ & NA] _ Z{ , where
v if X{ NA , then Z{=<;
v if X{"NA {< and X {"NA=< (that is, X{"NA=TA, {"NA), let Z{=
TB, {"NB ;
v if X {"NA {<{X{"NA , let Z{ TB, {"NB be a nonempty subset of mini-
mal cardinality satisfying |Z{ |# |X{"NA | (mod n).
Finally, define Y=4 { Y{ where the disjoint union is taken over every 3r& j&1-type {.
Suppose { is a 3r& j&1-type and let l{ be the number of points in NA with type
{. Because the condition (V)j holds, the number of points in NB with 3r& j&1-type
{ is also l{ . Since 2 } 3r& j&1<3r=d, we have 2 } 3r& j&1d&1. For each i j,
because every point has degree at most f, the number of points in N(2 } 3r& j&1, ai)
is at most d&2k=0 f
k< f d&1. In j such neighborhoods there are less than
j } f d&1<r } f d&1=m points. Hence, in NA (and in NB) there are less than m points,
so l{<m.
According to Lemma 3.3, A and B are also (e, m, Dn)-equivalent, where
e=3r& j&1. Therefore we know that
TA, {"NA=< if and only if TB, {"NB=< (1)
and
|TB, {"NB |# |TA, { "NA | (mod n).
Hence we can find the sets Z{ as described in the definition of the sets Y{ . Since
these sets Z{ have the same cardinality modulo n as the sets X{"NA , we have
|Y{ |# |X{ | (mod n) for each 3r& j&1-type { and so |Y |# |X | (mod n).
Let the spoiler choose bj+1 # B. Assume bj+1 has 3r& j&1-type {. If bj+1 # NB ,
then N(3r& j&1, bj+1)i j N(3r& j, bi) and the duplicator can choose aj+1 # NA
such that %j (aj+1)=bj+1 . Obviously the condition (V) j+1 holds with %j+1=
%j  i j+1 N(3r& j&1, a i). Suppose then b j+1  NB . If bj+1 # Z{ , we have Z{ {<
and therefore X{"NA {<. Now choose a j+1 to be any point of X{"NA . Suppose
finally bj+1 # K YB, { . According to the condition (1), we can find aj+1 # X {"NA . In
either case we have
aj+1 # X if and only if bj+1 # Y.
If bj+1  NB , then B  i j N(3r& j&1, bi) contains no points adjacent to a point in
B  N(3r& j&1, b j+1) and similarly in A. Since aj+1 and bj+1 have the same
3r& j&1-type, there is an isomorphism ’ j+1 : N(3r& j&1, aj+1)$N(3r& j&1, bj+1) that
maps aj+1 to bj+1 . Hence also the condition (V) j+1 holds with
%j+1=%j  .
i j
N(3r& j&1, ai) _ ’j+1  N(3r& j&1, aj+1).
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In particular, after the last round we know that the condition (V)r holds. This
means that
A  [a1 , ..., ar]$B  [b1 , ..., br]
under an isomorphism mapping ai to bi , for 1ir. Hence the duplicator has a
winning strategy in the (r, Dn)-game over A and B. According to Theorem 2.2,
A# rFO(Dn) B. K
In general (d, m, Dn)-equivalence does not give both sufficient and necessary con-
dition for definability in FO(Dn). However, in the case when there is an upper
bound for the degrees of points in structures of a class, the definability of the class
is completely characterized in this way.
Corollary 3.5. Suppose n and f are positive integers. Let C be a class of finite
_-structures such that every point in a structure A # C has degree at most f. Then C
is not definable in FO(Dn) if and only if for all positive integers d and m there are
(d, m, Dn)-equivalent _-structures A # C and B  C.
Proof. Suppose that for all positive integers d and m there are (d, m, Dn)-equiv-
alent _-structures A # C and B  C. Assume on the contrary that a sentence . of
FO(Dn) defines the class C and qr(.)=r. Let d and m be given by Theorem 3.4 for
these r, n, and f and choose (d, m, Dn)-equivalent structures A # C and B  C.
According to Theorem 3.4 we have A# rFO(Dn) B; this is a contradiction because of
the definition of ..
Assume then that there are positive integers d and m such that C is closed under
(d, m, Dn)-equivalence. For every d-type { there is a formula .{(x) such that for
every point a in a structure A # C we have A < .{(a) if and only if a has d-type
{. Let .d, mA be a sentence of FO(Dn) that tells for every d-type { the number of
points in A with type {, or that there are at least m points with type { and the num-
ber of such points modulo n. That is, if the number of points in A with d-type {
is k<m, this can be expressed in .d, mA by the subformula _
=ky.{( y), and if there
are at least m and k (mod n) points with d-type {, this can be expressed by
_my.{( y) 7 k, n.{ , where 
k, n
.{ is the sentence defined in Section 2.1. Since every
point in any structure A # C has degree at most f, there are less than f d points in
each d-type occurring in a structure A # C, and therefore there are only finitely
many different d-types. Hence there are also only finitely many different formulas
.{(x) (up to logical equivalence) satisfiable in C. Thus .d, mA is a sentence of FO(Dn)
whenever A # C. By the same argument it also follows that there are only finitely
many different formulas .d, mA (up to logical equivalence), where A # C. Let f be a
sentence saying that every point has degree at most f. Now the sentence
f 7 
A # C
.d, mA
characterizes the class C. Namely, obviously every A # C satisfies this sentence. On
the other hand, if B  C then either B has a point with degree more than f or no
structure A # C is (d, m, Dn)-equivalent with B. In the first case B does not satisfy
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f and in the second case B does not satisfy A # C .d, mA . Hence C is definable in
FO(Dn). K
Note that in the case n=1 this gives a characterization for first-order logic on
classes of structures with points having a fixed bounded degree.
Suppose C is a class of finite structures. We say that C is closed under disjoint
unions, if
A # C and B # C implies A_4 B # C.
The following observation is an easy consequence of the previous corollary. The
notation C is used for the class of _-structures not in C.
Corollary 3.6. Let C be a class of finite _-structures such that C and C are
closed under disjoint unions and every point in a structure A # C has degree at most
f. If C is not definable in first-order logic, then C is not definable in FO(Dn), for any
positive integer n.
Proof. If C is not definable in first-order logic, according to Corollary 3.5 for
every positive integers d and m there are (d, m)-equivalent structures A # C and
B  C. For every d and m, choose km divisible by n and consider structures
obtained by taking k disjoint unions of A and B
C=4 k A and D=4 k B.
For each d-type { we have either kC, {=kD, {=0 or kC, {m and kD, {m and
kC, { #0 (mod n) and kD, { #0 (mod n).
Since C and C are closed under disjoint unions, we have C # C and D  C. Hence
for every d and m there are (d, m, Dn)-equivalent structures C # C and D  C. The
claim now follows from Corollary 3.5. K
Hence in the case of any such class C, undefinability in first-order logic gives
undefinability also in FO(Dn). Subclasses where every point has a bounded degree
of the class of planar graphs, of the class of 3-colorable graphs, and of the class of
finite graphs that contain a cycle, are examples of such C.
4. WEAKNESS OF COUNTING MODULO WITH LINEAR ORDER
Our main interest concerns inexpressibility results on ordered structures. We
show that counting modulo quantifiers are not strong enough to compare car-
dinalities. Certain divisibility properties of word models and connectivity of ordered
graphs are also proved not to be definable in FO(Dn).
When a linear order is present, in the Gaifman graph each point is adjacent to
any other point. Therefore Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4 apply only in the trivial case,
when the linearly ordered structures are isomorphic. In fact, Theorem 3.2 is based
on bijective EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse games introduced by Hella [Hel89, Hel96], and
these games cannot be applied to get nondefinability results in the presence of a
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linear order. A similar phenomenon can also be seen in many other extensions of
first-order EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse games such as the infinite pebble game for the
infinitary logic L|| (see, e.g., [EF95, Chap. 2]). Note, however, that Schwentick
[Sch96] gave an EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse type game theoretical method that guaran-
tees elementary equivalence of two structures for first-order logic even with built-in
linear order.
We solve this problem by requiring that in structures A all neighborhoods
N(d, a) are instead defined as neighborhoods in A; i.e., the linear order  is not
taken into account in the definition of the neighborhoods.
First we consider disjoint union of ordered structures. Suppose that A and B
are ordered _-structures. Consider the ordered __4 [F, L]-structure C=AdB
obtained as the disjoint union A_4 B with the natural ordering and the inter-
pretations F(C)=A and L(C)=B. First we show that taking disjoint unions
preserves the winning strategy of the duplicator in the (r, Dn)-game.
Proposition 4.1. Let n and r be positive integers. Suppose that the duplicator
has a winning strategy in the (r, Dn)-game over the ordered structures A and B
and the structures C and D. Then the duplicator has a winning strategy in
the (r, Dn)-game over the structures AdC and BdD. Especially
A dC# rFO(Dn) B
 dD.
Proof. We show that the duplicator has a winning strategy in the (r, Dn)-game
over the structures AdC and B dD by using the winning strategies &1 and
&2 of the duplicator in the support (r, Dn)-games over the structures A and B
and the structures C and D. Answers in &1 and &2 are used to build the desired
answers of the duplicator in the (r, Dn)-game over the structures AdC and
B dD.
More precisely, assume as an induction hypothesis that after the round j, where
j<r, the duplicator has played according to his winning strategy and
A dC[x1 , ..., x j]$BdD[ y1 , ..., yj] .
Let the spoiler choose a subset XA_4 C. Consider the disjoint subsets X & A and
X & C. Let Y1 B be given by &1 , when in the (r, Dn)-game over the structures A
and B the points [xi | xi # A and i j ] are chosen and the spoiler selects the sub-
set X & A. Similarly, let Y2 D be the subset given by &2 when the spoiler selects
X & C. Now the duplicator can choose the subset Y1_4 Y2 B_4 D. Since
|Y1 |# |X & A| (mod n) and | Y2 |# |X & C| (mod n) and Y1 & Y2=<, we have
|Y |# |X | (mod n).
Let the spoiler choose yj+1 # B_4 D. Suppose yj+1 # B. Then the duplicator can
choose an element xj+1 # A given by the winning strategy &1 , when the spoiler
selects yj+1 # B in the support game. Similarly, if yj+1 # D, the winning strategy &2
can be used to choose xj+1 # C. According to the described strategy, we have
xj+1 # X  yj+1 # Y and
AdC[x1 , ..., xj+1]$BdD[ y1 , ..., yj+1].
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After the last round, we have
A dC[x1 , ..., xr]$BdD[ y1 , ..., yr]
and therefore the duplicator has a winning strategy in the (r, Dn)-game over the
structures AdC and BdD. The second claim follows now from Theorem 2.2.
K
Many of our counterexamples are sufficiently large linear orders with two unary
predicates defined on them. When only unary predicates are present, for every
positive integer d we have N(d, a)=[a]. Thus no point b different from a belongs
to N(d, a), and moreover N(d, a) and N(d, b) are disjoint; this makes considerations
easier. In the following we show that sufficiently large and of modulo nr+1 equal
length linear orders cannot be distinguished by any sentence of FO(Dn) with
quantifier rank at most r.
Proposition 4.2. Let n and r be positive integers. There is a positive integer k
such that the duplicator has a winning strategy in the (r, Dn)-game over the linear
orders A and B of length sk and tk, for every s, t>0. Especially we have
A# rFO(Dn) B
.
Proof. Define k=2r } nr+1. Let A and B be the linear orders of length sk and
tk, where s, t>0. We show that the duplicator has a winning strategy in the (r, Dn)-
game over A and B. Denote A=[u1 , u2] and B=[v1 , v2]. We prove by induc-
tion that after the round j, where jr, when points a1 , ..., aj # A and b1 , ..., bj # B
have been chosen and hj=2r& j } nr& j+1, the following conditions (V) j hold: for
every i and i $, where 1i, i $ j,
v aiai $ if and only if bibi $ ;
v for k=1, 2, |a i&uk |=|bi&vk | or
( |ai&uk |>h j and |b i&vk |>h j and |bi&vk |# |ai&uk | (mod nr& j+1));
v |ai&a i $ |=|bi&bi $ | or
( |ai&ai $ |>h j and |bi&bi $ |>h j and |bi&bi $ |# |ai&a i $ | (mod nr& j+1)).
These conditions hold vacuously for j=0. Suppose then they hold for j<r and the
spoiler decides to choose a subset XA1 . We now describe a strategy for the
duplicator to choose the set Y. Denote
NA=[ai | 1i j ] and NB=[bi | 1i j ].
According to the conditions (V) j ,
A"NA=4 t [ct , dt] and B"NB=4 t [c$t , d $t]
such that for every t and k=1, 2,
v |dt&ct |=|d $t&c$t| or
( |dt&ct |hj and |d $t&c$t|h j and |d $t&c$t|# |dt&ct | (mod nr& j+1));
v |ct&uk |=|c$t&vk | or
( |ct&uk |hj and |c$t&vk |h j and |c$t&vk |# |ct&uk | (mod nr& j+1));
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v |uk&dt |=|vk&d $t| or
( |uk&dt |h j and |vk&d $t|hj and |vk&d $t|# |uk&dt | (mod nr& j+1)).
If [u, v] is an interval and h is a positive integer, we denote
C([u, v], h)=[a # [u, v] | |a&u|>h and |v&a|>h].
For every t, there is a bijection
ft : ([ct , dt]"C([ct , dt], h j+1))  ([c$t , d $t]"C([c$t , d $t], hj+1))
that preserves the distances at the initial and final segments of the intervals [ct , dt]
and [c$t , d $t]. That is, for every a # [ct , dt], if |a&ct |h j+1 , then ft (a) is the
unique b # [c$t , d $t] such that |b&c$t|= |a&ct |, and if |dt&a|h j+1 , ft (a) is the
unique b # [c$t , d $t] such that |d $t&b|= |dt&a|.
For each t, define Xt=[a # [ct , dt] | a # X]. The set Y can now be defined as the
union
[bi | a i # X] _ 4 t Yt ,
where the sets Yt [c$t , d $t] are defined in the following way:
v For every b # [c$t , d $t]"C([c$t , d $t], h j+1), let b # Yt if and only if a # Xt for
the unique a # [ct , dt]"C([ct , dt], hj+1) such that ft (a)=b.
v Suppose then C([ct , dt], hj+1){< and C([c$t , d $t], hj+1){<. For every
k<nr& j,
 if every a # C([ct , dt], h j+1) with |a&ct |#k (mod nr& j) belongs to Xt ,
then every b # C([c$t , d $t], hj+1) with |b&c$t|#k (mod nr& j) belongs
to Yt ;
 if no a # C([ct , dt], hj+1) with |a&ct |#k (mod nr& j) belongs to Xt ,
then no b # C([c$t , d $t], hj+1) with |b&c$t|#k (mod nr& j) belongs to Yt ;
 otherwise, let l (mod n) points a # C([ct , dt], hj+1) with |a&ct |#
k (mod nr& j) belong to Xt . Then the duplicator selects l (mod n) points
b # C([c$t , d $t], hj+1) with |b&c$t|#k (mod nr& j) to the set Yt .
According to the conditions above the sets
[ct , dt]"C([ct , dt], hj+1) and [c$t , d $t]"C([c$t , d $t], hj+1)
are of the same cardinality and the sets C([ct , dt], hj+1) and C([c$t , d $t], hj+1) are
of the same cardinality modulo nr& j+1. Because h j=2r& j } nr& j+1, we have,
furthermore,
C([ct , dt], hj+1){< if and only if C([c$t , d $t], hj+1){<. (2)
Therefore we can find the sets Yt as described above. It follows from the construc-
tion of these sets that |Yt |# |Xt | (mod n) and so |Y |# |X | (mod n).
Let the spoiler choose a point bj+1 # B. If bj+1=b i for some 1i j, then the
duplicator can choose aj+1=ai . Suppose then that bj+1 # [c$t , d $t] for some t. If we
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have bj+1 # [c$t , d $t]"C([c$t , d $t], h j+1), the duplicator can choose the unique a j+1 #
[ct , dt]"C([ct , dt], hj+1) that satisfies ft (aj+1)=bj+1 .
Suppose then bj+1 # C([c$t , d $t], hj+1). If bj+1 # Y, the duplicator can choose aj+1
to be any point in C([ct , dt], hj+1) with |b j+1&c$t|# |aj+1&ct | (mod nr& j) such
that aj+1 # X. In the case bj+1  Y, there is a point a # C([ct , dt], hj+1) with
|a&ct |# |bj+1&c$t| (mod nr& j) such that a  X and the duplicator can choose aj+1
to be such a point. In either case we have
aj+1 # X if and only if bj+1 # Y.
Since in the end A [a1 , ..., ar]$B[b1 , ..., br] under an isomorphism
ai [ bi , for 1ir, the duplicator has a winning strategy in the (r, Dn)-game over
the structures A and B. The second claim now follows from Theorem 2.2. K
We use a special notation for linear orders with two unary predicates defined on
them. Let A be the linear order of length sk and B the linear order of length
tk. We define A(s, t) k=A
dB. For our applications we state the following
corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let n be a positive integer. Suppose that C is a class of
ordered _-structures, where _=[P, S] and P and S are unary. If for every positive
integer k there are si and ti , where si , ti>0 for i=1, 2, such that A(s1 , t1) k # C
 and
A(s2 , t2) k  C
, then C is not definable in FO(Dn).
Proof. Toward a contradiction, suppose that . is a sentence of FO(Dn) that
defines the class C, possibly using the linear order . Let qr(.)=r and let k be
given by Proposition 4.2 for these r and n. Suppose A(s1, t1) k # C
 and
A(s2 , t2) k  C
 for some positive integers si and ti , i=1, 2. According to Proposition
4.2, the duplicator has a winning strategy over the linear orders A1 and A

2 of
length s1k and s2k and over the linear orders B1 and B

2 of length t1k and t2k.
Since A(si , ti ) k=A

i dB

i , for i=1, 2, we know by Proposition 4.1 that
A(s1, t1) k #
r
FO(Dn)
A(s2 , t2) k . This is a contradiction because of the definition of .. K
Well-known unary quantifiers, which are not first-order definable, are the
Rescher quantifier
R=[(A, P, S) | |P| |S|]
and the Ha rtig quantifier
H=[(A, P, S) | |P|=|S|].
These quantifiers are considered as classes of structures A with universe A and two
subsets P, SA on the universe. Hence with these quantifiers it is possible to com-
pare cardinalities of sets, which increases considerably the expressive power of first-
order logic. For more detailed discussion, see [KV95, Luo96, Va a 96]. We show
that these quantifiers are not definable in FO(Dn), for any positive integer n, even
with built-in linear order.
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Theorem 4.4. The Rescher and the Ha rtig quantifiers are not definable in
FO(Dn), for any n, even with built-in linear order.
Proof. Suppose n and k are positive integers. Choose AR =A

(1, 2) k and
BR =A

(2, 1) k . Then A

R # R but B

R  R. The case for the Ha rtig quantifier can be
proved similarly, with counterexamples AH =A

(1, 1) k and B

H =A

(2, 1) k . Undefina-
bility of these quantifiers now follows from Corollary 3. K
4.1. Word Models
Consider the alphabet [0, 1] and the vocabulary [P0 , P1], where P0 and P1 are
unary. Recall that [0, 1]+ is the set of nonempty words over [0, 1] and for
w # [0, 1]+, |w| is the length of w and wi the ith bit of w. The word model corre-
sponding to the word w is the ordered structure Aw =(A, P0 , P1), where the
cardinality of A equals the length of w, and for i=0, 1,
Pi=[a # A | for some j, a is the jth element w.r.t. and wj=i].
Note that models in the previous subsection can be seen as word models.
The majority language is defined as
maj={w # [0, 1]+ } :
|w|&1
i=0
wi
|w|
2 = .
This language has been of great interest in the research of low level complexity
classes. Barrington [Bar89] conjectured that maj is not in ACC ; this conjecture, if
true, would imply that ACC{NC1.
We show in this paper that maj is not definable in FO(Dn), for any n; i.e., we
show that Cmaj=[A

w |w # maj ] is not definable in FO(Dn).
Theorem 4.5. The majority language maj is not definable in FO(Dn) for any
positive integer n.
Proof. Suppose n and k are positive integers. Consider words w, w$ # [0, 1]+,
where |w|=2k and |w$|=3k and
wi={10
for i<k,
for ik;
and
w$i={10
for i<k,
for ik.
Then w # maj but w$  maj and therefore Aw # C

maj and A

w$  C

maj . Since
Aw =A

(1, 1) k and A

w$ =A

(1, 2) k , the claim now follows from Corollary 4.3. K
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Similarly we can consider classes where the input sums and the lengths are
congruent to 0 modulo p:
length( p)=[w # [0, 1]+ | |w|#0 (mod p] and
sum( p)=[w # [0, 1]+ |  |w|&1i=0 wi #0 (mod p].
Compton and Straubing [CS92] were interested in the class sum( p) and its
definability in FO with extra predicates, without using the results of Ajtai [Ajt83]
and Furst et al. [FSS84]. Proposition 4.2 gives the following answer (in the
presence of linear order).
Theorem 4.6. Suppose p and n are positive integers and n>1. If p has a prime
factor that does not divide n, then
v sum( p) is not definable in FO(Dn);
v length( p) is not definable in FO(Dn).
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that a sentence . of FO(Dn) defines the class
length( p), possibly using the order , and qr(.)=r. Let k be the multiple of n
given by Proposition 4.2 for these r and n, and let q be a prime factor of p that does
not divide n. (If q=2 we use k$=3r } nr+1 instead of k=2r } nr+1 given by Proposi-
tion 4.2. Observe that the proof of Proposition 4.2 goes through equally well for k$
instead of k.) Define
l=min[tk | t#0 (mod k) and gcd(t, q)=1].
Consider then words w, w$ # [0, 1]+ of length lp and l, where wi=1 for i<lp and
w$i=1 for i<l. Obviously w # length( p) but since gcd(l, q)=1, w$  length( p). Since
l is a multiple of k, Aw # rFO(Dn) A

w$ by Proposition 4.2. This a contradiction
because of the definition of .. Hence length( p) is not definable in FO(Dn). The
proof of the second claim is verbatim, the same with length( p) replaced by
sum( p). K
Remark 4.7. Since languages definable in FO(Dn) are known to be regular, the
undefinability of the majority language, as well as the undefinability of the Rescher
and Ha rtig quantifiers, can be easily verified also by a pumping lemma argument.
However, note that for languages sum( p) and length( p) the pumping lemma
argument does not apply, since these languages are regular.
Remark 4.8. Smolensky [Smo87] proved that sum(q) cannot be expressed even
in AC0 with gates counting inputs modulo p, where p is prime and q is not a power
of p. This strengthens the result of the previous theorem for sum( p) in this special
case (see also [BIS90]).
This result enables us to prove a characterization when the logic FO(Dn) is at
most as strong as the logic FO(Dm) on ordered structures, where n and m are
positive integers. First note that the following observation holds even without
order.
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Lemma 4.9. If gcd(n, m)=1, then FO(Dn , Dm)#FO(Dnm).
Proof. Suppose .(x) is a formula. If gcd(n, m)=1, the number of points that
satisfy . is divisible by nm if and only if the number of such points is divisible by
both n and m. But then Dnx.(x) 7 Dmx.(x) expresses that there are 0 (mod nm)
points that satisfy .. The converse direction is already established in Section 2.1. K
On ordered structures the logic FO(Dn) is as strong as the logic FO(Dni).
Proposition 4.10. Let n, i, and j be positive integers. On ordered structures we
have FO(Dn)#FO(Dn i) and especially FO(Dn i)#FO(Dn j).
Proof. According to Theorem 2.1, we know that even without built-in linear
order, FO(Dn)FO(Dn i). We show by induction that on ordered structures also
the converse holds.
The claim is obvious for k=1. Suppose then it holds for k<i and let .(x) be a
formula. Consider the following sentence :
=Dnx.(x) 7 Dnk x(.(x) 7 Dn y( yx 7 .( y))).
Then  holds if and only if the number of points that satisfies . is divisible by nk+1.
According to the induction hypothesis,  is equivalent to a sentence of FO(Dn).
Especially for every positive integers i and j, we have
FO(Dni)#FO(Dn)#FO(Dn j).
We can now prove the following characterization2.
Theorem 4.11. Let n and m be positive integers. Then FO(Dn)FO(Dm) on
ordered structures if and only if the prime factors of n are also the prime factors of m.
Proof. Suppose n has a prime factor that is not a prime factor of m. According
to Theorem 4.6, length(n) is not definable in FO(Dm), whereas length(n) is
obviously definable in FO(Dn). Therefore FO(Dn)% FO(Dm).
Let Pn be the set of prime factors of n and Pm the set of prime factors of m, and
suppose Pn Pm . Since for every p, q # Pn we have gcd( p, q)=1, then on ordered
structures FO(Dn)#FO(Dn) by Propositions 4.9 and 4.10, where Dn=
[Dp | p # Pn]. Correspondingly, FO(Dm)#FO(Dm), where Dm=[Dp | p # Pm].
Because on ordered structures FO(Dp i)#FO(Dp j) for positive integers i and j,
FO(Dn)FO(Dm). K
4.2. Connectivity of Graphs
Recall that connectivity of graphs is not definable in first-order logic even with
built-in linear order. Gurevich [Gur84] proved this by showing that the class of
linear orders of even length is not definable in FO and reducing the connectivity of
ordered graphs to this problem. We can get a similar result for FO(Dn) by modify-
ing this proof.
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2 This characterization was shown to me by Kerkko Luosto.
First of all, we observe that the class of linear orders of length divisible by n+1
is not definable in FO(Dn) (a slightly more general result will be proved in the next
section). Denote the class of such linear orders by
Cn+1=[A
 | |A|#0 (mod (n+1))].
Since for every positive integer n, n+1 has a prime factor that does not divide n,
the following lemma is a restatement of Theorem 4.6 for length(n+1).
Lemma 4.12. The class of linear orders of length divisible by n+1 is not definable
in FO(Dn).
Connectivity of graphs can now be reduced to this problem by modifying the
proof in [Gur84].
Theorem 4.13. Connectivity of graphs is not definable in FO(Dn) even with
built-in linear order.
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that a sentence . of FO(Dn) with linear order
 defines the class C=[B | B=(B, E ) is a connected graph]. Consider the
sentence  obtained when every occurrence of xEy in . is replaced by
y is the (n+1)th successor of x, or
x is the first element and y is the second element, or
x is the second element and y is the third element, or ..., or
x is the (n&1)th element and y is the nth element, or
x is the last element and y is the first element.
The ordered graph B in a linear order A defined in this way consists of n+1
paths and the first elements of the first n&1 paths are connected to the first element
of the next path. Since the last element is connected to the first element, the last
path is connected to the other paths if and only if A has length divisible by n+1.
Hence B is connected if and only if A # Cn+1 . Therefore  is a sentence of
FO(Dn) which with the linear order  defines the class Cn+1 . This is a contradic-
tion according to Lemma 4.12.
Remark 4.14. From the work of Schwentick [Sch96] we know that connec-
tivity of graphs is not definable in Mon 711 even with built-in linear order.
5. COMPLETE TREES
Consider the logic FO(Dn) with built-in linear order augmented with the extra
predicate y=nx. We show that this logic is not strong enough to express that the
cardinality of a model is divisible by n+1. This solves the conjecture of Niwin ski
and Stolboushkin [NS93].
Consider first an ordered complete n-ary tree A=(A, E ), where E denotes the
usual edge relation. The height h(a) of a point a # A is its distance from the root;
that is, the root has height 0, its direct descendants have height 1, and so on. Since
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A is complete, each leaf has the same height. The depth d(a) of a is the least dis-
tance of a from a leaf. The linear order  orders nodes of A starting from the root,
and going from left to right within nodes of the same height, and from the root to
leaves.
Recall from the previous section that in structures A the neighborhoods N(e, a)
are defined as neighborhoods in A. Observe that for every positive integer e and for
every e-type {, TA, {=[u, v] for some u, v # A. This is because all points with the
same height have the same e-type and, moreover, all points a # A such that N(e, a)
contain neither the root nor the leaves have the same e-type.
For every positive integer e and for every point a # A with e-type {, we have
N(e, a)=4 t{i=1 [ai , a$i] such that a1=a$1, and h(a i)=h(a$i) for 1it{ , and
h(ai+1)=h(ai)+1 and a$i<ai+1 for i<t{ , and if b # A also has e-type {, then
N(e, a)=4 t{i=1 [bi , b$i] such that for every it{ , |a$i&ai |=|b$i&bi |.
Suppose that a # A has e-type { and b # A has e-type ? and N(e, a) & N(e, b)=<.
Consider the set
L=[i | _x # [bi , b$i] such that a$jxaj+1 for some j<t{].
We say that a and b k-match, if L{< and k=|L|+1; if L=<, then a and b do
not match (or 0-match). If ab (ba) and a and b k-match, then a k-matches b
from left (right). Note that if N(e, a) and N(e, b) contain neither the root nor the
leaves (and N(e, a) & N(e, b)=<) and ab, then a t{-matches b from left, if
h(b)=h(a), or h(b)=h(a)+1 and for every jt{ and j $t?=t{ , if h(a j)=h(bj $),
then b$j $aj . If we play the (r, Dn)-game over complete n-ary trees of different
height, the duplicator cannot restrict himself or herself to moves with the corre-
sponding height as the spoiler’s moves to win the game; otherwise the spoiler has
an easy winning strategy. The concept of k-matching of points allows the duplicator
to play points with different heights.
For any XA, we denote by AX the unordered substructure of A and the
ordered substructure by AX. Especially, for { an e-type of a point a # A, we
define the e-type { of the point a to be the isomorphism type of the ordered sub-
structure (A N(e, a), a). For any points a, b # A such that N(e, a) and N(e, b)
contain the root, a and b have the same e-type if and only if a=b. For the points,
where N(e, a) contains neither the root nor leaves, e-types behave periodically: a
and b have the same e-type if and only if |a&b|#0 (mod ne&1). This is because
the least point in N(e, a) w.r.t  is within distance e&1 from a and
(A N(e, a), a) is determined by the information about the path, i.e., how a can
be reached from this point. Similarly, for points a, where N(e, a) contains a leaf, a
point b with h(b)=h(a) has the same e-type as a has if and only if
|a&b|#0 (mod ne&1). Note also that if a and b have the same e-type and fe,
then a and b also have the same f -type.
We are now in the position to show that the height of complete n-ary trees is not
expressible in FO(Dn).
Proposition 5.1. Assume that n and r are positive integers. There is a positive
integer k such that complete n-ary trees A and B of height at least k satisfy
A# rFO(Dn) B
.
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Proof. We again show that the duplicator has a winning strategy in the (r, Dn)-
game over A and B. Let e=3r and choose k=4e. Let A and B be complete
n-ary trees of height at least k.
We show by induction, that after the round j, where jr, when points
a1 , ..., a j # A and b1 , ..., b j # B have been chosen, and ej=3r& j and l j=2r& j } nej&1,
the following conditions (V) j hold: for every i, i $, where 1i, i $ j,
(i) %j : A i j N(ej , ai)$B i j N(ej , bi), where %j is an isomorphism
mapping ai to bi ;
(ii) for every a # N(ej , ai) and a$ # N(ej , a$i), |a&a$|=|%j (a)&% j (a$)| or
( |a&a$|>lj and |%j (a)&%j (a$)|>lj);
(iii) v ai and bi have the same height or both have height at least 2ej ;
v ai and bi have the same depth or both have depth at least 2ej ;
(iv) for every k2ej&1, ai k-matches ai $ from left (right) if and only if bi
k-matches bi $ from left (right);
(v) for { an ej -type such that TA, {=[u, v] and TB, {=[u$, v$], and for
j<r
NA=i j N(2 } e j+1 , a i) and NB=i j N(2 } ej+1 , b i),
if
TA, {"NA=4 t [ut , vt] and TB, {"NB=4 t [u$t , v$t],
then for every t,
v |vt&ut |= |v$t&u$t | or
v |vt&ut |>lj and |v$t&u$t |>lj and |v$t&u$t |# |vt&ut | (mod n).
Observe that it follows from the first condition that aia$i if and only if bibi $ for
every 1i, i $ j. Obviously these conditions hold for j=0. Suppose then the con-
ditions (V) j hold for j<r. Let the spoiler choose a subset X=4 { X{ A, where
X{=T XA, { . We describe a strategy for the duplicator to choose the set Y. Let
Y{=%j[X{ & NA] _ Z{ , where Z{ is defined as follows:
Let TA, {=[u, v] and TB, {=[u$, v$] and
TA, {"NA=4 t [ut , vt] and TB, {"NB=4 t [u$t , v$t].
For [c, d] an interval and l a positive integer, we denote
C([c, d], l )=[x # [c, d] | |x&c|>l and |d&x|>l ].
Let for every t
Ct=C([ut , vt], l j+1) and C $t=C([u$t, v$t], lj+1).
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For each t, there is a bijection
ft : ([ut , vt]"Ct)  ([u$t, v$t]"C $t)
that preserves the distances at the initial and final segments of the intervals [ut , vt]
and [u$t , v$t]. More precisely, for every a # [ut , vt], if |a&ut |lj+1 then ft (a) is the
unique b # [u$t , v$t] such that |b&u$t |= |a&ut |, and similarly, if |vt&a|l j+1 , ft (a)
is the unique b # [u$t , v$t] such that |d $t&b|=|dt&a|.
We say that a # A and b # B are similar for the positive integers ej+1 and lj+1 and
the points a1 , ..., aj # A and b1 , ..., bj # B, if a and b have the same ej+1 -type and for
every i j and k2ej+1&1, a k-matches ai from left (right) if and only if b
k-matches bi from left (right) and for every c # N(ej+1 , a) and d # N(e j+1 , ai), and
for the corresponding points c$ # B, given by the isomorphism A N(ej+1 , a)$
B N(ej+1 , b), and d $ # B, where d $=%j (d ), we have |c&d |=|c$&d $| or
( |c&d |>lj+1 and |c$&d $|>l j+1).
v For every b # [u$t , v$t]"C $t , let b # Z{ if and only if a # X{ for the unique
a # [ut , vt]"Ct such that ft (a)=b.
v Suppose then Ct {< and C $t{<.
 If T CtA, {=X{ & Ct , then b # Z{ for every b # T
C $t
B, { .
 If X{ & Ct=<, then no b # T C $tB, { belongs to Z{ .
 Otherwise, let |X{ & Ct |#l (mod n) and choose l distinct b$1 , ... b$l #
T C $tB, { such that for each i, where 1il, b$i and some a # X{ & Ct are
similar for lj+1 and ej+1 and points a1 , ..., aj and b1 , ..., bj ; let
Z{ & C $t=[b$1, ..., b$l].
v If h(b)<2ej+1 , then it is also required that h(a)=h(b), and if d(b)<2ej+1 ,
then we also require that d(a)=d(b).
Define Y=4 {Y{ , where the union is taken over every ej+1 -type {
.
According to the induction hypothesis, for every t the sets [ut , vt]"Ct and
[u$t, v$t]"C $t are of the same cardinality and the sets Ct and C $t are of the same
cardinality modulo n. Since lj=2r& j } nej&1, we have furthermore
Ct {< if and only if C $t{<. (3)
Since points with the same ej -type have the same e

j+1 -type and e

j+1 -types
behave periodically, it also follows from the conditions (V)j that every
a # [ut , vt]"Ct and b # [u$t , v$t]"C $t have the same ej+1 -type. In the sets Ct and C$t
ej+1 -types behave again periodically, with period n
ej+1&1.
According to the induction hypothesis, points ai and ai $ , where 1i, i $ j,
k-match from left (right) for k2ej&1, if and only if bi and bi $ k-match from left
(right). Therefore we know that if a # T CtA, { k-matches from left (right) with some
ai , where 1i j and k2ej+1&1, there is b # T C $tB, { that k-matches from left
(right) with bi . If a # T CtA, { does not k-match with any a i , for k2ej+1&1 and
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1i j, then there are ai and ai $ , 1i, i $ j, such that ai<a<ai $ and a i and ai $
do not k-match for any k2ej&1 and thus bi and bi $ do not k-match for any
k2ej&1. Hence there is b # T C $tB, { that does not k-match with any bi , for
k2ej+1&1 and 1i j. Similarly, if in the neighborhood N(ej+1 , a) of a point
a # T CtA, { there is a point within distance at most lj+1 (w.r.t ) to a point in the
neighborhood N(ej+1 , ai) of some point ai , where 1i j, it follows from the
induction hypothesis that there is b # T C $tB, { such that the corresponding point in
the neighborhood N(ej+1 , b) is equally near the corresponding point in the
neighborhood N(ej+1 , bi). And if there is no point in N(ej+1 , a) within distance at
most lj+1 to any point in N(ej+1 , a i), for every 1i j, there is b such that the
same holds for N(ej+1 , b) and N(ej+1 , b i). Hence for every a # Ct there is b # C $t
such that a and b are similar for lj+1 and ej+1 and points a1 , ..., aj and b1 , ..., bj ,
and correspondingly, for every b # C $t there is a # Ct such that a and b are similar.
Because ej+1 -types behave periodically with period n
ej+1&1, if |X{ & Ct |#
l (mod n), there are l distinct b$1, ..., b$l # T C $tB, { such that each b$i and some
a # X{ & Ct are similar. Since for every ej+1 -type {
 we have |Z{ |# |X{ "
NA | (mod n), also |Y{ |# |X{ | (mod n) and so |Y |# |X | (mod n). Finally, since
for every ai and bi , where 1i j, d(ai)=d(bi) (h(ai)=h(b i)) or both have depth
(height) at least 2ej ; for points b with d(b)<2ej+1 (or h(b)<2ej+1), the considera-
tion above can be restricted to points a with d(a)=d(b) (h(a)=h(b)).
Let the spoiler choose bj+1 # B and assume bj+1 has ej+1 -type {
. If bj+1 # NB ,
then
N(ej+1 , bj+1) .
i j
N(ej , bi)
and the duplicator can choose aj+1 # A such that %j (a j+1)=b j+1 . It is obvious that
the conditions (V) j+1 hold.
Suppose then bj+1  NB . Let
TA, {"NA=4 t [ut , vt] and TB, {"NB=4 t [u$t , v$t]
and let bj+1 # [u$t , v$t] for some t. If b j+1 # [u$t, v$t]"C $t , the duplicator can choose
aj+1 # [ut , vt]"Ct with ft (aj+1)=bj+1 . Suppose then bj+1 # C $t . If bj+1 # Y, then
X & Ct {< and the duplicator can choose aj+1 to be any point a # Ct such that a
and bj+1 are similar for lj+1 and ej+1 and points a1 , ..., aj and b1 , ..., bj . If bj+1  Y,
according to the condition (3) and the induction hypothesis there is a # Ct such that
a and bj+1 are similar and a  X. In either case we have
aj+1 # X if and only if bj+1 # Y.
Since aj+1 and bj+1 are similar for lj+1 and e j+1 and points ai and bi , where i j,
the conditions (ii) and (iv) in the induction hypothesis (V) j+1 hold. If bj+1  NB ,
then B  N(ej+1 , bj+1) contains no point adjacent to any point in B  i j N(ej+1 , bi),
and similarly in A. Hence also the first condition in (V) j+1 holds. Because both aj+1
and bj+1 have either the same height (depth), or height (depth) at least 2ej+1 , also
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the condition (iii) holds. Since aj+1 and bj+1 are the corresponding points of
[ut , vt]"Ct and [u$t , v$t]"C $t or both are in Ct and C $t and have the same ej+1 -type,
there are equally many intervals in TA, {"NA and TB, {"NB , for every ej+1 -type
{, and these intervals are either of equal or modulo n equal length. Therefore we
can conclude that the conditions (V) j+1 hold.
Since in the end A [a1 , ..., ar]$B[b1 , ..., br] under an isomorphism
ai [ bi , for 1ir, the duplicator has a winning strategy in the (r, Dn)-game over
A and B. The claim now follows from Theorem 2.2. K
With this proposition we can give an easy proof for our main result. We prove
that for all positive integers p and n2 where p has a prime factor that does not
divide n, the predicate y= px is not definable with built-in linear order, the
predicate y=nx, and the counting modulo quantifier Dn .
Let S and S i , where 1in, be relation symbols with interpretations
S(x, y)  y=nx and Si (x, y)  y=nx+i
(for convenience, we use the same notation for a relation symbol and its interpreta-
tion). It is easy to see that the structure Tnk over the vocabulary [S i | 1in] and
with the universe T nk=[0, ..., (1&n
k+1)(1&n)&1] can be considered as the
complete n-ary tree (T nk , E ) of height k, where
E(x, y) if and only if Si (x, y) for some i.
Here 0 is thought of as the root of the tree and direct descendants of a point x # T nk
are the elements nx+1, ..., nx+n, if nx<(1&nk+1)(1&n)&1; otherwise x is a
leaf. (A similar construction was used in [NS93].)
Every S i , where 1in, can be defined by the following first-order formula,
using the relation S and the linear order:
Si (x, y)  _u0 } } } _u i(S(x, u0) 7 (ui= y) 7 
i&1
j=0
(u j<uj+1) 7
\v \v<u0 6 
i
j=0
(v=u j) 6 ui<v)+
(as usually, u<v denotes uv and u{v).
Thus we can (w.l.o.g) consider ordered structures Tnk over the vocabulary
[Si |1in], instead of ordered [S]-structures. And as mentioned above, struc-
tures Tnk can be thought of as complete n-trees.
According to Proposition 5.1, for each quantifier rank r, there are complete
n-trees A and B (or Tnk and T
n
k+1 for some k) such that A
 has odd height and
B has even height, but A and B are equivalent up to the quantifier rank r.
Furthermore, note that the partial isomorphisms in the proof of Proposition 5.1
preserve the relations S and Si . If p is a positive integer and p has a prime factor
that does not divide n, then |T nk | |T
n
k+1| (mod p).
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Theorem 5.2. Suppose n and p are positive integers and n>1. If p has a prime
factor that does not divide n, then no formula of FO(Dn) using a linear order and the
predicate y=nx can define the property that the size of a model is divisible by p.
Since for every positive integer n, n+1 has a prime factor that does not divide
n, in the case p=n+1 we can give the following corollary.
Corollary 5.3. No formula of FO(Dn) using a linear order and the predicate
y=nx can define the property that the size of a model is divisible by n+1.
For n=2, this solves the problem raised by Niwin ski and Stolboushkin [NS93].
6. CONCLUSION
We showed that FO(Dn), first-order logic with counting modulo n quantifiers,
fails to express many properties which are not definable in first-order logic either
(even with built-in linear order). We focused the consideration to properties like
comparing cardinalities and expressing divisibility by p, where p has a prime factor
that does not divide n.
We gave a combinatorial method for proving elementary equivalence of struc-
tures up to a certain quantifier rank with respect to FO(Dn). Often rather com-
plicated EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse type game theoretical methods can be replaced by the
combinatorial argument. The method was based on counting the number of
isomorphism types of a fixed radius of points. In that sense, this paper can be seen
as a continuation of [FSV95, Han65, Nur96].
Inexpressibility results with built-in linear order were also considered. We showed
that sufficiently large linear orders of modulo nr+1 equal length cannot be dis-
tinguished by a sentence of FO(Dn) with quantifier rank at most r. With this obser-
vation we showed that the majority language as well as the languages sum( p) and
length( p) are not definable in FO(Dn), whenever p has a prime factor that does not
divide n. A characterization, when the logic FO(Dn) is at most as strong as the logic
FO(Dm) on ordered structures, was also given. By modifying the proof of Gurevich
[Gur84] that connectivity is not expressible in FO with linear order, we can extend
this result to FO(Dn). Also the Rescher and Ha rtig quantifiers can be easily seen
not to be expressible in FO(Dn). All the given counterexamples are finite structures.
The weakness of this logic augmented with other predicates was also established.
We showed that for any positive integers p and n2 where p has a prime factor
that does not divide n, there is no formula of FO(Dn), which with a linear order
 and the predicate y=nx, expresses that the size of a model is divisible by p.
Therefore, the predicate y= px is not definable in FO(Dn) with y=nx and . The
proof used structures with cardinalities (1&nk+1)(1&n) that can be considered as
complete n-trees. In the proof we showed that no formula of FO(Dn) with linear
order can distinguish two such trees, if they are deep enough.
Our result can be seen as a possible step toward solving the well-known open
problem in circuit complexity theory, whether ACC=NC1. An interesting question
for further consideration is whether our results hold in the presence of the
BIT-predicate (for more details, see, e.g., [BCST92, BIS90, STT95]).
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